The DC Community Science Fest is coordinated by the NOAA Center for Atmospheric Sciences (NCAS) and Colour of Weather, Inc.

For more information regarding booking, upcoming events, training, and other activities please contact us at:

HU Research Building One
1840 7th Street, NW, Suite 305
Washington, DC 20001
Telephone: 202-865-8678
Email: noaa-cas@howard.edu
Website: http://ncas.howard.edu

“WHAT THE BEST AND WISEST PARENT WANTS FOR HIS OWN CHILD, THAT MUST THE COMMUNITY WANT FOR ALL ITS CHILDREN”

John Dewey
What is the DC Community Science Fest?

- A mobile learning environment offering a unique experience in science and technology for K-12 students.
- A dynamic suite of hands-on experiments, and activities that bring science to life.
- A science and technology engagement program uniquely designed and individualized for age-appropriate educational outreach.
- Interactive demonstrations led by energetic and highly trained professionals.

The DC Community Science Fest is a vehicle providing the intellectual stimuli for young and talented minds to stretch beyond the constraints of the inner city and set new vistas on excellence and scientific literacy, in a rapidly advancing technical society.

What do we do?

- Engage and expose students to the wonders of chemical, physical, and environmental sciences in a highly imaginative environment.
- Employ a diverse group of mentors from undergraduate to professionals in STEM.
- Inspire a new generation of creative thinkers and problem-solvers, by showcasing the wonders of science and technology.

“Every man and woman is born into the world to do something unique and something distinctive and if he or she does not do it, it will never be done.”

Benjamin E. Mays